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Ernst Brinck (1582-1649), mayor and alderman of Harderwijk, was the proud owner of a 
cabinet of curiosities. He studied in Paris and Leiden, travelled extensively, and displayed 
an exceptionally wide range of interests. In 1613, Brinck visited Constantinople as secretary 
of the first Dutch ambassador to Turkey.1 He left three alba amicorum.2

The erudite regent made notes on numerous subjects throughout the course of his 
life. Running into the thousands, they survive in the form of 45 parchment bindings or 
booklets, which the Northwest Veluwe regional archives have photographed and made 
accessible online. The notes have never been published in full, due not only to their sheer 
volume, but also the fact that Brinck’s handwriting is frequently hard to decipher.3 A wealth 
of information remains to discovered.4

Brinck had a scholarly seventeenth-century collection of curiosities comprising both 
naturalia and artificialia. He was a typical humanist collector, who obtained his informa-
tion from books, visiting other collections, his acute powers of observation, and his inter-
est in what he could learn from others. All of which he excerpted, summarized and noted 
down continuously. The American art historian Claudia Swan has argued persuasively 
that all these notes were intended first and foremost as an aide-mémoire. In her discussion 
of the notebooks, she points out several topics for which Brinck grouped interesting facts 
into sections, one of which is devoted to paintings.5

The relevant section, which Swan does not discuss further, comprises seventeen notes 
relating to “uitzonderlijke” (exceptional) art. Nor does she mention a section on “treffeli-
jke kunst” (excellent art), which consists of five notes. Both of these are published and 
annotated here for the first time (see appendices 1 and 2). Brinck copied most of the entries 
in both sections from his earlier notebooks. In doing so, he by no means included all his 
previous notes on art and he also added new ones. There is insufficient space in this essay 
to discuss all of Brinck’s notes on art, artists and collectors.6 A few chance finds in one of 
those earlier notebooks can already be found in the art-historical literature.

Encounters with artists and collectors
Several inscriptions and drawings by painters and engravers are known from Brinck’s albums. 
It is evident from these that Brinck was in contact with Hendrick Avercamp, with Jacob 
Matham in 1611, and with Jacques de Gheyn II in 1616. Brinck visited Avercamp in Kampen.7 
Whether Matham and De Gheyn visited him in Harderwijk or he met them at their homes 
is not clear. Brinck was able to report that De Gheyn had received two hundred thalers for 
two flower still lifes.8 Hendrick Goltzius made a drawing in one of the albums and it is 
apparent from Brinck’s notes that he visited the artist in Haarlem.9 Brinck called on the 
physician and collector Bernardus Paludanus in Enkhuizen in 1610 and wrote a detailed 
account of his large collection.10 He was also present when this was auctioned in the town 
in 1634 on 1 August and subsequent days.11 Hence the frequent reference that Brinck makes 
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in his notes to items in Paludanus’ cabinet. In 1638, Brinck visited the art collector Pieter 
Spiering in The Hague (see appendix, no. 12).12 Closer to home, he viewed the cabinet of 
Steven de l’Espierre in Kampen (see appendix, no. 15) and visited a member of the Ter 
Borch family in Zwolle.13 The pleasure garden and studio of the painter and architect Jacob 
van Campen in Amersfoort were not far away either and he paid them a visit in 1647 (see 
appendix, no. 5).14 Brinck’s trips to these cabinets of curiosities and studios show that he 
was an amateur with wide-ranging interests in keeping with the social conventions of the 
time.15

It goes without saying that information was exchanged at meetings like this. Its oral 
transmission is apparent from the opening words of Brinck’s notes, such as “mij is verhaald” 
(I was told), “ik heb gehoord” (I heard) or variations of these. Brinck’s final notebook, for 
instance, is inscribed “Mirabiles observationes & narrationes variae a me collectae 1648 
& 49” (The marvellous things I have seen and that I have been told, and which I wrote 
down in 1648 and 1649).16 This is the notebook in which Brinck briefly mentions Rembrandt’s 
Hundred guilder print.

The earliest mention of Rembrandt’s Hundred guilder print
Brinck had already noted that Rembrandt once purchased a certain print by Lucas van 
Leyden for 179 guilders, a fact known in the art-historical literature for almost a century 
now (see appendix, no. 13). In this case too, Brinck is likely to have heard the news second 
hand and to have noted it down because of the exceptionally large amount paid for a single 
print. He need not have seen an impression himself to have written the note, and he 
communicated the work’s importance in terms of its exceptional value to connoisseurs.

In his final notebook, Brinck recorded that Rembrandt had sold a print for one hundred 
guilders on the subject “Let the children come to me” (Matthew 19:13-15). The print cost 
so much “due to its excellence” (fig. 1, below left).17 The undated and unsigned Hundred 
guilder print is undoubtedly Rembrandt’s most ambitious etching (fig. 2). It has been dated 
using watermarks to around 1648.18 Brinck will thus have heard about it soon after it 
appeared, since his note on the subject must have been written between January and 
October 1649.19 The work was already being referred to as the Hundred guilder print in the 
seventeenth century, various explanations for which have been offered over time. According 
to one account, Rembrandt himself bought an impression at auction for a hundred guilders 
in order to keep the price high. It is evident from Brinck’s note that the artist sold at least 
one impression of the print for the amount in question and probably several. Having come 
across the isolated reference in the course of my research, I notified the American art 
historian Amy Golahny. Her 2021 study on the Hundred guilder print draws on previously 
known seventeenth-century sources, which show that Brinck’s statement confirms 
Rembrandt’s sale of the print for the amount in question.20

Ernst Brinck’s cabinet
Ernst Brinck’s contacts with painters and collectors and the two aforementioned notes on 
Rembrandt prompt the question of what he himself collected. Visitors wishing to view his 
cabinet of curiosities and library were received at his home on Donkerstraat in Harderwijk. 
The archive documents kept in Harderwijk include encomia that scholars sent to Brinck 
after visits of this kind.21 An example by the classicist and poet Nicolaes Heinsius (1620-1681), 
printed in 1664, has survived, as has Brinck’s letter of July 1640 thanking him for the poem.22 
According to Heinsius, Brinck’s collection consisted of shells, stones, coins and animals. 
Christian II, Prince of Anhalt-Bernburg (1599-1656), noted in his diary on 8 July 1626 that 
while visiting Brinck he had seen curiosities from India and Turkey, fine coins commemorating 
Dutch wars, and numerous silver and gold coins. There were magnificent books too.23 The 
prince signed one of Brinck’s alba amicorum.24
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1
Ernst Brinck, Mirabiles 
observationes et narrationes varia,  
à me collectae 1648 et 49,  
1648-1649, fol. 17v-18r, 
Harderwijk, Streekarchivariaat 
Noordwest-Veluwe, inv. 2035.

2
Rembrandt van Rijn, Christ 
preaching (Hundred guilder print), 
c. 1648, etching and drypoint,  
27 x 38.7 cm, Amsterdam, 
Rijksmuseum, inv. RP-P-1962-1.

The beginning of January 1646 saw a visit by no less a personage than the new queen of 
Poland. Maria Ludovica of Gonzaga-Nevers (1611-1667) had married the Polish king, 
Władysław IV Waza, in Paris a few weeks earlier and was travelling back to Poland via the 
Dutch Republic.25 A courtier of hers called Stanilas Oswiecim kept a diary, in which he 
noted: “We arrived at Harderwijk on the Zuyderzee by way of Amersfoort. The mayor of 
the town possesses rare books and colonial curiosities.”26 Following her return to Poland, 
the queen sent word to Brinck that she wished to purchase his entire collection. This detail 
was recorded by a later mayor of Harderwijk, Wolter van Speulde (also: Spuelde, c. 1662-1736), 
whose unpublished notes – likewise kept at the Northwest Veluwe regional archives – reveal 
that he must have seen the original copy of the queen’s request among Brinck’s papers.27

Van Speulde also wrote a biography of Brinck, which served as the basis for later 
biographies.28 It contains a mistake, however, that has never been corrected: the author 
states that Brinck left for Paris in 1602 to continue his education after completing his 
studies in Leiden.29 Yet Brinck did not enrol in Leiden’s law faculty until 11 May 1605, at 
which point he was 22.30 Van Speulde also possessed the album amicorum to which Brinck 
invited a series of Leiden scholars to contribute in 1606.31

It is important to note here that there are two different places in which Van Speulde 
lists the “vreemdigheden” (rarities) that Brinck collected and of which the regent had a 
houseful. Van Speulde specifies: “all manner of rarities, such as medals, prints, glasses, 
sculptures, relics.” Brinck also had a large “number of fine books, with which the library 
was filled.”32 The Knight Frans Alexander van Rappard (1793-1867), who consulted Van 
Speulde’s notes in the nineteenth century, must have seen a second description, which I 
have been unable to trace: “an excellent library and a fine collection of gold, silver and 
copper coins, Roman antiquities, prints by numerous and great masters; besides books 
written by himself, including Turkish, Arabic, etc.”33 For his own part, Brinck regarded his 
art cabinet as one of the seven minor wonders of Gelderland.34 His interests and collection 
were representative of his time.35

Brinck’s collection thus included “prints by numerous and great masters.” The only 
other thing we learn is Brinck’s list of the portraits he had of Prince Maurice and Frederick 
Henry.36 He did not accept the Polish queen’s request and what happened to the collection 
after his death is not known.

On exceptional art
Sixteen of the bindings consist almost entirely of notes from books, including Van Mander’s 
Het schilder-boeck (1604), Junius’ De pictura veterum (1637) and Angel’s Lof der schilder-konst 
(1641).37 There is a notable absence of notes on the purchase and exchange of objects 
collected by Brinck himself or on visitors to his cabinet. By contrast, he does occasionally 
refer to his own cabinet in his notes on animals, where he records that he too possessed 
certain stuffed specimens or items such as horns, teeth and beaks.38 These never take the 
form, however, of self-contained descriptions of objects from his collection.

It must have been 1645 when Brinck began to collate his scattered notes.39 In five 
bindings titled Historiae admirabiles et memorabiles, he thematically arranged earlier notes 
under a Dutch or Latin title, as he had done with his notes on animals in Historiae animalium, 
which are grouped into separate booklets on mammals, insects, fish and birds.40 For his 
booklet on mammals, for instance, he transcribed earlier notes while also adding new 
ones about the only elephant in the Low Countries at the time, which could be seen at 
fairs.41 The five bindings range over dozens of different subjects, including echowells, 
riddles, famines, prostheses, sleepwalking, caves, mirrors, proverbs, gems, storms, church 
bells, tulip prices and tightrope walkers. Pages were left blank to allow for possible additions. 
There was still sufficient space in 1649 for noteworthy facts to be inserted on each topic. 
Van Speulde occasionally supplemented Brinck’s notes with his own observations and 
also drew up an index of the subjects found in the five booklets.42
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3
Ernst Brinck, Historiae admirabiles 
et memorabiles, c. 1645-1649,  
fol. 123r, Harderwijk, Streek-
archivariaat Noordwest-Veluwe, 
inv. 2038.

Brinck arranged a number of his notes on exceptional and excellent art under two headings: 
‘Van eenige treflicke Conststucken’ (Of several excellent works of art); and ‘De picturis 
eximiis, et [rebus] quae concernunt picturas’ (Of exceptional paintings and [all manner 
of things] that concern the art of painting) (fig. 3), which Wolter van Speulde translated 
into Dutch as “Van fraeje schilderien en die de schilder konst raeken.”43 The precise criteria 
that Brinck used for his transcriptions are not clear, but besides being “exceptional” and 
“excellent” status, size and monetary value are frequently cited.

All the notes in both sections have the character of news on exceptional, art-related 
matters or individuals. It might have been as a collector that Brinck noted the sums of 
money, but he is more likely to have done so because of the unusually high amounts. Brinck 
was basically interested in extremes, whether they related to agricultural yields, the size 
of hailstones or the value of a cargo from the East Indies. A distinction can be drawn between 
his own observations and facts recorded at second hand. Brinck’s account of his visit to 
Jacob van Campen’s studio, for instance, is of additional importance because he recorded 
what he saw there in person. In this way, his account provides significant new information 
on the function of the visual material commissioned by John Maurice of Nassau-Siegen 
in Brazil.44 It is not clear why Brinck did not also include his note on the Hundred guilder 
print in this section, as it would have been very much at home there.
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Appendix 1
De picturis eximiis, et [rebus] quae concernunt picturas45

(Of exceptional paintings and [all manner of things] that concern the art of painting)

[1] “Onlanck is te Amsterdam gestorven een seer rijck coopman, met namen Pieter van Uffelen, die welcke 
wel voor 100 M gl. alleen aen schilderijen naergelaeten heeft die hij alleen hielde voor sijn plaisir.” (“A very 
wealthy merchant, Pieter van Uffelen, died recently in Amsterdam. The paintings alone that he left behind 
are worth 100,000 guilders, and he kept them purely for his own pleasure.”)

The entry relates to Lucas van Uffelen who lived on the Keizersgracht in Amsterdam and was buried 
in the Westerkerk on 10 May 1638. Brinck, who mistook the first name, made it not long after Van Uffelen’s 
death.46 The auction of the late merchant’s paintings was held on 9 April 1639 in Amsterdam. Van Uffelen 
was born in the city in 1586 but had resided in Venice since 1615. He was obliged to return to Amsterdam 
around 1630 and brought his collection of paintings with him.47

Rembrandt attended the sale and made a sketch of Raphael’s portrait of Baldassare Castiglione, which 
sold for 3,500 guilders. The painter also noted that “the whole cargo of Luke van Nuffeelen fetched 59,456 
florins.”48 By “cargo” (“cargasoen”), he meant the auctioned paintings. There is a substantial difference between 
the value of the collection according to Brinck (100,000 guilders) and the sale proceeds as stated by 
Rembrandt (just under 60,000). Perhaps the paintings brought from Italy were auctioned separately, which 
might also explain why Rembrandt described them as “cargo.” Brinck’s entry stresses that Van Uffelen had 
collected the paintings purely for his own pleasure.

[2] “De Cardinal Farnesius plachte te Romen te hebben een geschildert Marienbeeldeken, wesende maer 
derdehalve spannen lanck, ende 2 breet, waervoor hem eens geboden wierden 3000 ducaten; t’was een 
uuijtermaten constich stuck.” (“Cardinal Farnesius in Rome had a painting of the Virgin Mary, just two and 
a half spans high and two wide, for which he was once offered 3,000 ducats; it was an extraordinarily artful 
work.”)

This is probably a reference to the powerful Italian cardinal and collector Alessandro Farnese (1520-
1589), who owned works by Titian, Michelangelo and Raphael. The artist who painted this valuable 
depiction of Mary, measuring approximately 61 x 50 cm, has not been identified. Brinck copied the 
entry from another notebook, where he had written it in German.49

[3] “Te Antwerpen woonde voor weinich iahren een schilder, die in 3 weken tijts een stuck schilderije gemaeckt 
heeft, daer voor hij 3000 gl. gekregen heeft; hij wierde oeck tot ridder gemaeckt.” (“A few years ago, there 
was painter living in Antwerp who completed a painting in the space of three weeks for which he received 
3,000 guilders. He was also knighted.”)

Brinck copied this undated note concerning an unnamed Antwerp painter from the same notebook 
with the entry about Cardinal Farnese.50 While transcribing it, he added the information that the painter 
had also been knighted. Two celebrated Antwerp painters had been honoured in this way by Charles I of 
England: Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) in 1630 and Anthony van Dyck (1599-1641) in 1632. It seems likely 
that the entry refers to Rubens and also that Brinck was unaware of this. Rubens is known to have been 
paid 3,000 guilders for a Virgin Mary with saints, which he painted for the high altar of the Augustinian 
Church in Antwerp.51 The essence of Brinck’s statement that the Antwerp painter earned a great deal of 
money in a short time is consistent with another document: in the period 1624-1626, Rubens received 1,500 
guilders for his Adoration of the kings which, according to tradition, he painted in thirteen days.52
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4
Lucas van Leyden, Dance around 
the Golden Calf, c. 1530, oil on 
panel, 93.5 x 66.9 cm, Amsterdam, 
Rijksmuseum, inv. SK-A-3841.

[4] “Seker coopman t’Amsterdam sr. Luschaert genoemt, heeft een stuck schilderije van Lucas van 
Leijden, daer de kinderen van Israels om het Calf dansen, twelck geestimeert wort op 12000 gl.” (“A 
certain merchant in Amsterdam, called Losschaert, owns a painting by Lucas van Leyden showing 
the Israelites dancing around the Calf, which has been valued at 12,000 guilders.”)

The painting by Lucas van Leyden to which Brinck refers now belongs to the Rijksmuseum 
collection (fig. 4).53 What was previously known about the provenance of The dance around the Golden 
Calf, painted in about 1530, was that it had belonged to the estate of Jasper Losschaert of Amsterdam 
when he died in 1658.54 Thanks to Brinck, we can now add that Losschaert already owned the work in 
the 1640s and possibly earlier too. He states that the value of the painting was estimated at 12,000 
guilders – considerably more than the 1,470 guilders it raised at auction in 1709.

[5] “Anno 1647 in augusto vidi, extra portas Amerfortianas in praedio quodam pictoris Jacobi de Camp, 
ad 25 picturas eximias, ab eodem Campio depictas, iussu et sumptibus Mauritii Comitis Nassauiae. 
Quarum 9 aut 10 erant eximiae magnitudinis, altae nimirum una quaeque 15 pedum et longae 24 aut 
circiter. In quibus depictae erant omnis generis animalia, terrestria et aquatilia et aerea, vivis coloribus. 
Item Brasilianensium et Tapuyorum sylvestrium habitus, Lusitanorum et mulatorum insuper; variorum 
item fortalitiorum et urbium et insularum designationes.” (“In August 1647, I saw at the country home 
of Jacob van Campen, somewhere outside the gates of Amersfoort, around 25 paintings done by the 
same Van Campen on the order and at the expense of Count Maurice of Nassau. Nine or ten of these 
were of unusual size, one certainly fifteen feet high and 24 feet wide or thereabouts. On it were painted 
creatures of all kinds, land and water animals and birds, and all in true-to-life colours; also the figures 
of Brazilians and forest Tapuyas, and moreover of Portuguese and mulattoes; as well as the depiction 
of coastal fortresses, cities and islands.”)

The country residence of the painter and architect Jacob van Campen (1596-1657) was called 
Randenbroeck. In August 1647, Brinck saw at least 25 paintings there that had been commissioned 
by John Maurice of Nassau-Siegen (1604-1679). The prince had returned from Brazil three years earlier 
and moved into the palace in The Hague (the Mauritshuis) designed by Van Campen. The information 
in this entry was obtained first-hand.
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5
Reconstruction of the Great Hall of 
the Arquebusiers Company 
(Doelenzaal) in Amsterdam, 
Studio 12, on the instructions of 
Herman Colenbrander, Delft 2014.

In it, Brinck identifies three groups of paintings. The first group of exceptionally large works con-
sisted of designs for tapestries depicting Brazilian flora and fauna, as well as indigenous peoples, 
which were executed by the Delft tapestry weaver Maximiliaan van der Gucht in 1667. The series was 
intended for the large upper chamber of John Maurice’s palace in The Hague (what is now the Potterzaal 
at the Mauritshuis). Prince Cosimo de’ Medici saw the tapestries there in 1668. The two other groups 
must be the so-called ethnographic portraits by Albert Eckhout and a series of landscapes by Frans 
Post. John Maurice presented the first and last of these three groups to Louis XIV in 1679. The famous 
tapestry cycle Tenture des Indes was woven in Paris after eight large paintings (Le Mobilier National 
in Paris and other collections). Several of the paintings in the third and final group are now in the 
Louvre and one is in the Mauritshuis. John Maurice presented the second group, the ethnological 
figures, to the king of Denmark in 1654 (National Museum, Copenhagen).

The paintings by Eckhout and Post must have been intended as models for tapestries in the Main 
Landing of the Mauritshuis. That Van Campen not only designed the Mauritshuis, but also a grand, 
Brazil-themed decorative programme for the palace is new information.55

[6] “T’Amsterdam in eene van de Doelens, sijn 6 of 7 schilderijen, waer van ieder een wel gekost heeft 
3000 gl. begrijpende ieder stuck een Corporaelschap van de Schutterije.” (“In Amsterdam, at one of 
the shooting ranges, there are six or seven paintings, each of which surely cost 3,000 guilders, each 
one containing a section of the civic guard.”)

Brinck’s note on paintings at one of Amsterdam’s shooting ranges (Doelen), refers to 
‘korporaalschappen’ – a section of the militia commanded by a corporal. In 1653, the Amsterdam 
diplomat and historian Gerard Schaep (1599-1655) described all the paintings at the city’s three Doelen. 
Based on Schaep’s account, Brinck’s note can only refer to the six large civic guard portraits and a 
smaller mantel painting with the four militia commanders, which hung in the Great Hall of the 
Arquebusiers Company.56 The large paintings were done between around 1638 and 1645 by Sandrart, 
Flinck, Backer, Pickenoy, Rembrandt and Van der Helst (fig. 5).

The amounts paid are only known in the case of Rembrandt’s Night watch. Two affidavits from 1659 
show that the sixteen militiamen paid the painter an average of 100 guilders each.57 Rembrandt will 
thus have received a total of at least 1,600 guilders. The shield above the gate includes not sixteen but 
eighteen names and Captain Frans Banninck Cocq and Lieutenant Willem van Ruytenburch, painted 
full-length, might both have paid considerably higher amounts. Van der Helst later painted group 
portraits of which it is known that the militiamen’s portraits were done at their own expense, but 
that their officers were funded from the guild’s coffers.58 The amount that Rembrandt received for the 
Night watch was recorded by Filippo Baldinucci in 1686: “For this picture, which luckily for him his 
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contemporaries greatly admired, he was paid 4,000 scudi in Dutch money, which corresponds to about 
3,500 of our Tuscan currency.”59

According to Brinck, who might have gained his information through hearsay, 3,000 guilders 
was paid for each civic guard portrait. This seems to be an average amount. His note might indicate 
that Rembrandt received more than 1,600 guilders for the Night watch, although, as already mentioned, 
this is the amount declared in affidavits by two of the people portrayed.

[7] “Harlemi in Curia conservantur adhuc obscoenissimae sed artificiosissimae picturae nequam 
hominis Torrentii.” (“The highly obscene yet very artful paintings of the debauched Torrentius are 
still kept at Haarlem town hall.”)

When the Haarlem painter and freethinker Johannes Torrentius (1588-1644) was arrested in 
August 1627, ten paintings were found at his house. Four of them, all nudes, were confiscated by the 
sheriff. The offensive paintings are assumed to have been destroyed after a trial at which Torrentius 
was convicted of sorcery and blasphemy in January 1628.60 Brinck’s note undoubtedly refers to the 
confiscated paintings. It makes clear that the works in question were kept for a while at the town 
hall. Perhaps they were even shown to interested parties and Brinck saw them with his own eyes. He 
calls them “very artful”, after all. Just one painting by Torrentius has survived, an emblematic still life 
in the Rijksmuseum.61

Brinck writes in another notebook about the “godless painter” Torrentius, whose head supposedly 
grew five times bigger after he died.62 Tall stories about the demonic artist evidently continued to 
circulate even after Torrentius’ death in Amsterdam in March 1644.

[8] “Den vermaerden schilder Rubens, schilderende te Parijs het leven van Maria de Medices, 
Coninginne van Franckrijck verdiende ieder dach 100 gl. ende al was het schoon hij somwijlen eenige 
dag leech gieng, soo hadde sijn dachgelt evenwel sijnen voortganck, ende dat duijrde alsoo een geheel 
iaer, ende bedroech dese somma over de 36 M gl.” (“The celebrated painter Rubens, painting in Paris 
the life of Marie de’ Medici, queen of France, earned 100 guilders a day and it did not matter if he 
sometimes missed a day, his wage continued all the same, and that went on for a whole year, and the 
sum amounted to more than 36,000 guilders.”).63

On 26 February 1622, Rubens agreed a contract with Marie de’ Medici, queen of France, to create 
two large painting cycles in Paris for the Palais du Luxembourg. The first was to deal with the queen’s 
own life and the second with the victories of her husband, Henry IV, who had died in 1610.64 The 
contract stipulated that Rubens would receive 60,000 livres, payable in 15,000-livre instalments each 
time he delivered a quarter of the assignment.65 Only the first of the two cycles was completed, 
comprising the 24 large paintings now in the Louvre. This suggests that Rubens received 30,000 livres 
for his work.66

[9] “Anno 1643 heeft de Paus een Bulle laten uuijtgaen, waer in hij seker ordre ende reglement stelt, 
dat de schilders ende plaetsnijders naer desen sullen moeten volgen, in de maniere van kleedinghen 
die sij den beelden geven.” (“In the year 1643, the pope issued a bull setting out rules to be followed 
by painters and engravers regarding the type of clothing they gave their figures.”)

The only papal bull dating from 1643, ‘In eminenti’ (issued in 1642, but not published until the 
following year), makes no mention of the clothing of figures depicted by painters and engravers. 
Urban VIII was pope from 1623 to 1644. He did, however, issue the Apostolic Constitution Caelestis 
Hierusalem cives of 1634, which stipulates that statues and pictures of candidate saints must not 
display haloes, aureoles or other symbols of holiness, on pain of the canonization process being 
halted. It is probably this to which Brinck’s entry refers.67 He transcribed the note from another 
notebook.68

[10] “Cornelis Ketel, een vermaert schilder t’Amsterdam, out tot in de 90 iahren, konde schilderen 
met handen ende voeten, hij schildert met sijn handt ende met penseel, ende oeck met de handt 
ende sonder penseel; met de voet met het penseel, ende oeck met de voet ende sonder penseel; hij 
heeft sijne 2 eigene huijsen van buijten de gevels meest met de voet beschildert; die ick oeck seker 
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gesien hebbe, doch sijn nu afgebroken.” (“Cornelis Ketel, a famous painter in Amsterdam, who lived 
to his nineties, could paint with his hands and his feet; he painted by hand and with brush and also 
by hand without brush. By foot with brush, and also by foot without brush. He painted the outside 
walls of his own two houses using his feet. I saw these myself, although they have since been pulled 
down.”)

Karel van Mander wrote in 1604 that Cornelis Ketel, of whom he was a close friend, was born in 
1548 and that he began to paint without brushes in 1599 and then using his feet rather than his hands 
in 1600. He was keen to inform his readers that Ketel painted the façade of his house with his feet 
and hands in 1602, and provided a detailed description of the subject matter.69 Brinck’s note is not 
only based on Van Mander’s text, but also confirms it, as he saw Ketel’s two houses in person.70 While 
transcribing his original note, which probably dated from 1611 or 1612, he added that the houses had 
since been demolished.71 Brinck’s entry no doubt refers to the two houses under a single roof that 
Ketel purchased on the Oudezijds Voorburgwal in Amsterdam in 1593.72 Cornelis Ketel died in August 
1616 at the age of 68, so the statement that he had lived to his nineties must be a mistake.

[11] “Audio Romae, item Antverpiae esse pictorem qui laeva manu pingunt, wesende de eene sijnen 
arm, ende de ander sijne handt quijt.” (“I have heard that there is a painter in Rome and another in 
Antwerp who paints with his left hand, one namely missing his arm, the other his hand.”)

Two left-handed painters, one without a right arm and the other without a right hand: Brinck 
might have been referring here to Marten Rijckaert (1587-1631) and Vincent Adriaenssen (1575-1675). 
Rijckaert was listed in the Antwerp guild in 1607 as “Painter with one arm” (“Scilder mit eenen erm”).73 
He could only use his left hand.74 Adriaenssen, meanwhile, was a painter of battle scenes who settled 
in Rome in 1625 and was called “Il Manciola” (“Lefty”) because he had lost his right hand.75

[12] “Men wil seggen, dat de constboeken van den Sweedtschen Resident Spiering in den Haghe, 
alleen van t’ binden gekost souden hebben over de 6000 gl.” (“It is said that the art books of Resident 
Spiering, the Swedish envoy in The Hague, cost more than 6,000 guilders for the bindings alone.”)

Pieter Spiering, merchant, collector and envoy of Sweden (c. 1594/96-1652), inherited a large 
collection of prints and drawings on the death of his father François in 1630, to which he himself 
subsequently added. In 1637, he must have commissioned a bookbinder to create luxurious art 
volumes for him, bound in black leather with gold-printed monograms or inscriptions. At least 23 
of Spiering’s art books have been identified, most of them bearing the date 1637 in gold print.76

Brinck transcribed verbatim the entry in one of his notebooks on the cost of having the collection 
bound.77 There is a reference in the same notebook to Spiering’s purchase of an art book with the 
collected works of Heinrich Aldegrever for around 1,200 guilders.78 This is presumably the album 
that Sandrart reported as containing about 60 pen drawings and which Spiering purchased for a 
hefty sum.79 The acquisition must have occurred before the art books were bound in the same luxurious 
way. The album, now empty, in which Spiering kept Aldegrever’s work, is in the Rijksprentenkabinet.80

Spiering moved from Delft to the Vijversteyn estate in Rijswijk, not far from The Hague, in around 
1637. Brinck, who must have paid him a visit there in 1638, noted that the collection included “more 
than 50 very large art books by the best masters in Europe.”81 The figure he mentions might refer to 
the number of art books in which drawings and prints were kept, since the surviving albums also 
include illustrated books, the highest numbered now known being 158.82 Brinck also noted that 
Spiering owned a large collection of paintings, including the Four evangelists by Hans Sebald Beham, 
which was (or were, if they were separate works) worth 2,400 guilders.83

Another note by Brinck, probably dating from 1643, states that a Polish sculptor who was living 
in The Hague at the time had sculpted busts of both Spiering and the Prince of Orange (Frederick 
Henry) in alabaster. Frederick Henry paid him 2,000 guilders for the work.84 The Flemish sculptor 
François Dieussart made the marble bust of Frederick Henry, now in Schloss Wörlitz in Germany, in 
1641, having returned north from Italy. He received 1,500 guilders for it.85 Alabaster and marble were 
frequently confused and no Polish sculptor is known to have been employed by the court, so the note 
will have referred to Dieussart, no doubt based on second-hand information. The Rijksmuseum now 
owns the marble bust of Pieter Spiering that Dieussart made (fig. 6).86
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François Dieussart, Portrait of  
Pieter Spiering, 1641-1643, Carrara 
marble, 89 x 65 cm x 32 cm, 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum,  
inv. BK-1971-115-A.

[13] “Dien vermaerden schilder Rembrandt, heeft onlanx te Amsterdam gekoft een prent van Lucas van 
Leijden, van de grootte als een bladt in 4o sijnde een Ulenspiegelken, daervoor soo heeft hij betaelt in 
een uuijtroep 179 gl. om dat het niet te bekomen en was. Van dese Ulespiegelkens heeft de Resident 
Spierinck 2 die hij waerdiert op 500 gl.; idem, heeft corts een L. Vrouken van Lucas van Leijden gekoft 
voor 50 gl.” (“The celebrated painter Rembrandt recently bought a print in Amsterdam by Lucas van 
Leyden on a quarto sheet, namely an Uylenspiegel, for which he paid 179 guilders at auction as it is hard 
to come by. Resident [envoy] Spiering has two such Uylenspiegels, which he values at 500 guilders; the 
aforementioned also recently bought a Virgin Mary by Lucas van Leyden for 50 guilders.”)

The rare print that Rembrandt is said to have bought at auction was an impression of Lucas van 
Leyden’s The beggar’s family, also known as the Uylenspiegel.87 Brinck transcribed this entry verbatim 
from one of the notebooks.88 The same news about Rembrandt is repeated on fol. 55v of that notebook, 
but now phrased differently. Both versions were first published in Oud Holland (1923-24), but without 
the additional line describing the Uylenspiegel in more detail.89 Brinck supposedly wrote the entry in 
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the year 1642, but the preceding note (fol. 55v) is dated 1643, while the second version (fol. 127v) is found 
between notes dating from 1644, where it is supplemented by the entry on Spiering. Samuel van Hoogstraten 
reported seeing his teacher Rembrandt pay 80 rix-dollars for an Uylenspiegel. This will no doubt have 
been the same newsworthy event, which probably took place in 1643.90

Brinck reported (in 1644) that Pieter Spiering owned two impressions of Lucas van Leyden’s 
Uylenspiegel, which were supposedly worth 500 guilders. According to Sandrart, Spiering had paid 400 
guilders for one of them.91 Spiering had recently spent 50 guilders on the print by Lucas van Leyden that 
Brinck refers to as the “L. Vrouken,” a depiction of “Our Lady.”92

[14] “T’Amsterdam sijn eenige liefhebbers van cunst ende prenten die gaern voor seker prentgen van 
Lucas van Leijden geven souden 200 gl. bij aldien het te bekomen ware, het moste sijn Ager ende Ismael.” 
(“There are several lovers of art and prints in Amsterdam who would gladly pay 200 guilders for a certain 
print by Lucas van Leyden, if it were to be offered, it should be about Hagar and Ishmael.”)93

According to Joachim von Sandrart, Pieter Spiering paid as much as 500 guilders for an impression.94

[15] “Die prenten van l’Espere sijn verkoft geweest voor ontrent 16 à 18000 gl.” (“L’Espierre’s prints were 
sold for around 16,000 to 18,000 guilders.”)

Steven de l’Espierre, born in Lille, was a merchant, salt maker and limekiln owner in Kampen, as 
well as a passionate collector. He was buried in Kampen on 9 July 1651. His print collection had been 
auctioned off in 1638, presumably in Amsterdam, when he found himself unable to repay his creditors.95 
The details come from Aernout van Buchell.96 The prints were sold separately, which is how Brinck 
learned the approximate proceeds. A second sale was held in September 1639, with the coins, medals, 
curiosities and drawings now auctioned at the Hof van Holland on Kalverstraat in Amsterdam.97 Two 
other entries record that Brinck visited Steven de l’Espierre in Kampen at some point and saw valuable 
objects at his home.98 He also rated l’Espierre’s cabinet as one of the wonders of Overijssel.99

[16] “Int’ Princen Hof te Haerlem, heb ick gesien een schilderije voor een schoorsteen, van Christi doop 
in den Jordaen, die welcke in de belegerongh van Haerlem verkoft is geweest voor 7 st. ende naederhant 
is daer voor geboden geweest 3000 gl.” (“At the Prinsenhof in Haarlem, I saw a painting on a chimneybreast 
of the Baptism of Christ in the Jordan, which was sold for seven stivers during the siege of Haarlem and 
for which 3,000 guilders was later offered.”)

This entry refers to The Baptism of Christ by Jan van Scorel, painted around 1530. The panel, now in 
the Frans Hals Museum, was transferred from St John’s Monastery in Haarlem to the Prinsenhof in 1625.100 
The work is mentioned in an inventory of the monastery’s holdings drawn up during the siege of Haarlem, 
at which point it was moved temporarily to Utrecht.101 Brinck’s anecdote about the painting is not known 
from elsewhere.

[17] “Vidi ibidem et picturas, van Heemskercken, Johan Schoreel, Lange Pier, etc. Daer is een kinderdodinge 
van Cornelis Cornelissen van Haerlem, die seer geestimeert wort, doch men en siet daerin geen 
bloetstortinge; de deuren van dit stuck, sijn gemaeckt van Heemskercken, ende hebben eertijt gestaen 
op een altaer.” (“I saw paintings there too by Van Heemskerck, Jan van Scorel, Lange Pier, etc. There is a 
Massacre of the Innocents there by Cornelis Cornelisz. van Haarlem, which is highly esteemed, but in 
which there is no bloodshed to be seen. The shutters of this work were done by Van Heemskerck, and 
once stood on an altar.”)

Did Ernst Brinck visit the Prinsenhof in Haarlem several times, both before and after 1625? An earlier 
note appears to date from around 1607. He saw works on that occasion by Cornelis Cornelisz van Haarlem 
and Maarten van Heemskerck.102 This time he describes the paintings in more detail, but without 
mentioning their location. The works in question are known to have been at the Prinsenhof in the early 
17th century. A 1622 inventory lists the following paintings: Van Heemskerck’s St Luke painting the Madonna 
and Jan van Scorel’s Jerusalem pilgrims, both now in the Frans Hals Museum.103 No work by the Amsterdam 
painter Pieter Aertsen, also known as ‘Lange Pier,’ appears in the Prinsenhof inventories. His son Pieter, 
however, was nicknamed the young ‘Lange Pier’ and so it must be him who is referred to here. The city 
of Haarlem acquired his painting of The three youths in the fiery furnace (1575) in or after 1625 and placed 
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Cornelis Cornelisz van Haarlem, 
The massacre of the innocents, oil 
on canvas, 260 x 255 cm, Haarlem, 
Frans Hals Museum, inv. os I-49.

it in the Prinsenhof.104 The massacre of the Innocents by Cornelis Cornelisz van Haarlem, with altarpiece 
shutters by Maarten van Heemskerck, is now in the Frans Hals Museum (fig. 7).105 Brinck tells another 
anecdote about the painting that concerns Prince Maurice and which also emphasizes that no blood is 
visible in it.106

Appendix 2
Van eenige treflicke Conststucken107

(Of several excellent works of art)

[18] “Ao 1647 vidi Amstelodami, een seer schone grote bloempott, daer voor geboden was 600 gl. Sij was 
wel 5 span hooch ende 3 1/2 span breet, was seer fraij met allerhanden couleuren van perlemour versiert.” 
(“In Amsterdam in 1647 I saw a very fine flower vase being offered for 600 guilders. It was five spans high 
and three and a half spans wide, beautifully decorated with mother-of-pearl in all manner of colours.”)

The “flower vase” (“bloempot”) decorated with mother-of-pearl inlay that Brinck saw measured the 
equivalent of about 100 x 70 cm.108 It was an example of a genre in its own right, and was undoubtedly 
the work of Dirck van Rijswijck (c. 1596-1679).109 We know that this artist, who lived in Amsterdam, began 
to produce decorative marquetry, including floral still lifes and tabletops, around 1650.110 The piece 
mentioned by Brinck will have been an early work and an unusually large one by this artist’s standards. 
A possible candidate is an undated flower vase with Vanitas motifs (87 x 60.5 cm) that was auctioned in 
London in 2002 (fig. 8).111 In 1643, Brinck saw a marble table in Amsterdam decorated with an inlaid vase 
of flowers, for which the king of England had unsuccessfully offered 3,000 guilders.112
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Dirck van Rijswijck, Flower vase 
with vanitas motifs, undated, panel 
inlaid with mother-of-pearl and 
marble, 87 x 60.5 cm, sale 
Sotheby’s, London 11-12-2002,  
lot 36.

[19] “Die Appel van Cranevelt t’Arnhem, van hout gesneden, daervoor heeft de Graef van Arondell 
4000 gl. geboden ende gepresentiert.” (“Van Cranevelt’s apple in Arnhem, carved in wood. The Earl 
of Arundel offered and presented 4,000 guilders for it.”)

The ‘apple’ or prayer nut owned by Joost van Cranevelt (died 1662) was described in detail in 
1633.113 Based on this, the object has been identified as the piece now in the Abegg-Stiftung in 
Switzerland (fig. 9).114 The description reveals that the prayer nut, carved with scenes from the life 
of Mary Magdalene after a print by Lucas van Leyden, had been in the family for generations. The 
exceptionally high price offered by Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel (1585-1646), is evidence of the 
esteem in which these sixteenth-century wood carvings were held. Brinck transcribed the entry 
from an earlier notebook.115 He also wrote that a company of horses had once been offered for the 
‘apple.’116
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Anon., Prayer nut with scenes  
from the life of Mary Magdalene, 
undated, boxwood, d. 6.5 cm, 
Riggisberg, Abbeg-Stiftung,  
inv. 7.15.67.

Brinck knew what he was talking about: in yet another booklet, he mentions seven minor wonders of 
Gelderland, one of which is the wooden apple in Arnhem.117 He also saw two prayer nuts of this kind 
during his visit to Pieter Spiering in 1638.118

[20] “In des keijsers Rudophi 2 Constkamer te Prag, plachte te sijn een ijseren stoel, die in Italia seer 
constich gemaeckt was, ende hadde gekost 10 duijsent rijcksdaelders.” (“In Emperor Rudolf II’s Kunstkammer 
in Prague, there was an iron chair, made very artfully in Italy, which had cost 10,000 rix-dollars.”)

According to the biography by Van Speulde, Brinck visited the art collection of Rudolf II (1552-1612) 
in Prague on 2 and 3 January 1615.119 He might have seen the precious iron chair on that occasion. It is 
likely to have been the one later owned by the Earl of Radnor, which originally belonged to the emperor’s 
Kunstkammer. The piece was made in Augsburg, however, by Thomas Ruker in 1574.120

[21] “Ao 1645 is in de misse te Franckfort te sien geweest een seer constige bedtstede van notenbomen 
hout gemaeckt, diewelcke beleijt was met ijvoir, ebben, ende alderhanden gecouleert hout, ende soo 
constich gewrocht, alsoo dat 1000 Rijcksdaelders daervoor geboden wierde.” (“In 1645, at the annual fair 
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in Frankfurt, a very artful bedstead in walnut wood could be seen, inlaid with ivory, ebony and all sorts 
of coloured wood, and so skilfully made that 1,000 rix-dollars were offered for it.”)

A ‘bedtstede’ (bedstead) was generally built-in, but this appears to have been a free-standing or 
four-poster bed, as the piece of furniture was displayed to paying customers at Frankfurt’s annual fair. 
A fine bedstead of this kind was also shown at the fair in Utrecht the following year.121

[22] “Ao 1645 heb ick alhier te Harderwijck gesien een seer fraeij Cabinetgen van Ebben holt, binnen in 
waren de deuren ende t’voorste van de laden besett met grauw doncker satijn, daerop dat afgebeeldet 
was in maniere als schilderijen, Tragica [qu]adam historia, van Gismonda ende Tristano, alles van stroo 
gemaekt ende daerop geplackt, doch hier ende daer waren de tronien met het pinceel geholpen, voorts 
de canten int’4cant rontsom besett met seer kleine peerlen ende robijnen, ende alles seer nett, rontsom 
den cant ofte boord van stroo. Boven op waren dese personagien die haer beweechten door seker horloge; 
wierde geestimeert op 400 gl. Dit werck was van 2 Edele verarmde joffrouwen gemaeckt, spatio. 6. 
mensium; het stroo hadde meest sijn eigen couleur, doch hier ende daer was het beschildert.” (“In 1645, 
I saw here in Harderwijk a very fine cabinet in ebony. Inside, the doors and drawer-fronts were trimmed 
with dark grey satin, on which was depicted in the manner of paintings a tragic tale, of Ghismonda and 
Tristan, all done in straw and glued on, with the faces worked up here and there by paintbrush. The sides 
in the square were further covered with tiny pearls and rubies, and all very neat, all around the side or 
hem of straw. At the top, these figures moved by clockwork. Valued at 400 guilders. The piece was made 
in the space of six months by two noblewomen who had fallen on hard times. The straw mostly retained 
its own colour, but was painted in places.”)

This luxurious cabinet must have been an exceptional product of domestic craft. Brinck seems to 
have mixed up two tragic tales, since the combination of Ghismonda and Tristan does not otherwise 
exist. The Decameron tells the story of Ghismonda, who drinks a cup of poison after being presented 
with the heart of her beloved Guiscardo. The medieval legend of Tristan and Isolde, meanwhile, focuses 
on their impossible love for one another.
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SUMMARY

This article focuses on the Harderwijk regent Ernst Brinck (1582-1649) who owned an extensive cabinet 
of curiosities and a library full of valuable books. His exceptionally wide range of interests is also evident 
from surviving notebooks of his in the Harderwijk archives. The entries they contain show that Brinck 
visited other collectors and viewed their cabinets. It goes without saying that interesting information 
was exchanged during these encounters, which Brinck noted in his booklets. It can be found scattered 
there among all kinds of other topics.

Around 1645, Brinck classified some of these notes under the heading ‘De picturis eximiis, et 
[rebus] quae concernunt picturas’ (Of exceptional paintings and [all manner of things] that concern 
the art of painting) and ‘Van eenige treflicke Conststucken’ (Of several excellent works of art). Twenty-two 
previously unpublished anecdotal statements can be found in these categories. Examples include the 
average cost of the civic guard portraits in the Great Hall of the Arquebusiers Company (Doelenzaal) 
in Amsterdam (no. 6); the wealthy collector Pieter Spiering and his art books (no. 12): the obscene 
paintings of Torrentius (no. 7); Rubens’ earnings for the cycle of paintings on the life of Marie de’ 
Medici, queen of France, in Paris (no. 8); the Brazilian paintings commissioned by John Maurice of 
Nassau and painted by Jacob van Campen, which Brinck saw at the artist’s estate near Amersfoort (no. 
5); and the wooden prayer nut, now in the Abegg-Stiftung, Switzerland (no. 19).

In one of the booklets, hidden among other notes, Brinck penned an entry on Rembrandt’s 
Hundred guilder print that would have fitted very well in his list on exceptional art, but is absent there. 
Brinck wrote that Rembrandt had sold a print with the subject ‘Let the children come to me’ (Matthew 
19: 13-15) for a hundred guilders. The note establishes that Rembrandt himself sold the print for that 
amount, in 1648 or 1649.


